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RESEARCH REACTORS FUEL CYCLE
PROBLEMS and DILEMMA

R. ROMANO (CERCA -France)

INTRODUCTION

During last 10 years, some problems appeared in different steps of research reactors
fuel cycle. Actually the majority of these reactors have been built in the 60' and these
reactors were operated during all this long period in a cycle with steps which were
dedicated to this activity. Progressively and for reasons often economical, certain steps
of the cycle became more and more difficult to manage due to closing of some
specialised workshops in the activities of scraps recycling, irradiated fuel reprocessing,
even fuel fabrication.

Other steps of the cycle meet or will meet difficulties, in particular supplying of fissile
raw material LEU or HEU because this material was mostly produced in enrichment
units existing mainly for military reason. Rarefaction of fissile material lead to use
more and more enriched uraniums said of technical quality>>, that is to say which come
from mixing of varied qualities of enriched material, containing products resulting from
reprocessing. Actually, problems of end of fuel cycle are increased, either consisting of
intermediary storage on the site of reactor or on specialised sites, or consisting of
reprocessing.

This brief summary shows most difficulties which are met today by a major part of
industrials of the fuel cycle in the exercice of their activities.

1. MEMO ON FUEL CYCLE OF RESEARCH REACTORS

1.1. Fissile raw material

This raw material, LEU or HEU or MEU, was issued for a long period by fabrication
units mainly used for military enrichment. These units are progressively stopping.
Taking in account the very big quantity of fissile material produced in the past (2000T
of U in HEU) there will be probably at long term no more fresh product enriched made
of natural uranium. Reactors provision in fissile material (this already began) shall then
be provided by recycling or dilution of fissile material produced in the past or by fissile
material coming from reprocessing. In the last 4 or years, CERCA already recorded
several times that the fissile material feeding the reactors presented deviations
compared to standart qualities said "virgin". This fact will probably worsen in the
future with constraints on fabrication and recycling, even on storage of fissile material
or of fresh fuel before irradiation at the reactor.



1.2. Fuel fabrication

For fuel manufacturer, and in perfect accordance with international safeguard rules,
fissile material is fongible during fabrication. This implies that conservation of weights
in charge of manufacturer is demanded for each enrichment.

We remind that fuel fabrication requires the following steps

- alloy fabrication
- allied uranium powder fabrication
- meat fabrication
- fuel plate fabrication
- assembling of fuel element.

The first 4 steps are banalised at various levels during fabrication of fuel assemblies for
different reactors and produce scraps which have to be recycled at the beginning of the
cycle, without discrimination between identical enrichments of uraniurns.

The use of fissile materials with specifications out of the standards complicates widely
these steps, which can no more be banalised for the different customers concerned It
results in higher costs, and moreover, the presence of fission products or U232 filiation
products lead to fabrication constraints in the field of protection, health and security of
personnel. hese constraints also affect fuel fabrication, and scraps recycling, and even
storage of fuel elements at the reactors before irradiation, taking into account the
activity of certain U232 daughter products.
We can also remind that as concerns scraps recycling, rarefaction of specialised
treatment units lead to a more and more increasing duration of recycling. The result is a
constraint for fuel manufacturer and for reactor operators the buffer stock tending to
increase which, we remind, is not easy in a period of increasing lack of raw materials,
mentioning also the financial cost linked to the value of stocks created by the way.

1.3. Storage problems

Multiplication of fissile material qualities, increasing duration of recycling, in addition
to measures taken by reactors for anticipating a precaution provision in advance,
generates an increase in stored quantities and in storage investments which must be
settled according to a more and more severe regulation, obligations keeping
strengthening for material "physical protection" with a consequence on non-directly
producing investments.

1.4. End of cycle

Since 1988 and following the non acceptance by American reprocessing plants of
irradiated fuel assemblies coming from research reactors, an important quantity of
irradiated fuel had to be stored waiting for reprocessing or end storage, either at the
reactors, or in specialised storage sites. his concerns the former Western countries. The
position of former Eastern countries seems to be identical.



As concerns economical aspects of the end of the cycle, it becomes also important that
research reactors operators now take into accout the actual cost of operations linked to
the end of cycle. We can remind that for production of electricity of nuclear origin, the
cost of the end of the cycle is important in the cost of energy produced.

2. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

2. 1. End of cycle

The more urgent problem is the one of the end of the cycle for which various and
complementary solutions must be studied and proposed 

-Intermediary storage at the reactor, either dry or wet storage, according to principles
which are the subject of good exploitation rules accepted by all, and according to
storage technologies confirmed by experience.

- Storage on specialised sites for long durations
- For long term, specific reprocessing units.

To be noticed that varied solutions can be imagined for reprocessed uranium from re-
using without dilution with the consequence of fuel fabrication problems and
fabrication costs of assemblies, until isotopic dilution of recovered uranium at the
enrichment level requested by power reactors.

2.2. Supplying, receipt and storage of raw material

As concerns raw material, new standards must be established in a view to take into
account the noticed and unavoidable changes in qualities. These new standards must be
elaborated with participation of suppliers of raw material, as well as participation of
reactors managers, and fuel manufacturers, and scraps recycling units managers. These
new standards must be approved by safeguard authorities as they modify conditions of
units operation and problems linked to sanitary survey of personnel in the units, as well
as quantity of rejected material.

CERCA began to work on this subject in 1992.

2.3. Scraps recycling and various operations on fissile material

Dilution, isotopic ajustment, dismantling of non irradiated new assemblies, recycling of
material, etc These operations become more and more difficult due to progressive stop
of specialised units. It is important to think about long term solutions for these
operations.

CERCA operated a recycling unit in its plant in Romans. This unit allows to secure by
internal means more than half recycling of fabrication scraps. Complementary means
will be progressively added, in a view to increase subtantially at middle term the
percentage of scraps recycled at the fabrication unit.



2.4. Problems related to transportation

Material transportation, either as raw material, or as finished products, or as scraps, or
as irradiated fuel or fission products is a more and more complex problem which is
subject to the consideration of members of the profession. These matters can be divided
in different elements transport containers, and means sea transportation, surface or
air transportation, etc. The profession must consider optimization and simplification of
this activity, with a long term view.

CONCLUSION

If we only retain the major problem raised by the end of the fuel cycle for main
research reactors, we can say for the present time, in spite of the mobilisation efforts
made by Euratom Supply Agency and IAEA, that no solution for long term has been
studied and presented to reactor managers.

In my opinion, we can no more continue to ignore it, because anyway we know that for
the moment and for dizens of years, no alternative can be found to electricity produced
by nuclear means, and that it is fundamental for the countries equipped or wishing to be
equipped in nuclear energy to maintain an important potential of research reactors for
technological support of industrial use, which implies that we shall still need research
reactors for long time.

Other sessions of this congress deal with the other important purposes of research
reactors medical, microelectronical, physics of solid, fundamental research, etc,
applications which also justify reflexion efforts on long term problems raised by the
end of the cycle.

It is a wish that for this subject and the others evocated hereabove that a concertation
and study structure be set up, and at the international level. This concertation structure
should convey comparison studies of different solutions for the problems raised, and
propose optimum solutions.

This concertation structure would be subject to a collective financing at a modest level
by research reactors and industrials of the cycle, and would have the objective to
propose long term solutions to problems raised, within a period of 3 years.

Without a global consideration, problems will grow up in the future, with prejudice to
the activity of research reactors, which will be lead to find out costly and probably
precarious alternatives.
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